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AIKIDO YOSHINKAN BRISBANE DOJO

Dojo: yoshinkan.info Facebook: facebook.com/AikidoYoshinkanAUS/ Twitter: twitter.com/YoshinkanAikido

November Report
New members 1

Total number of adults training 51

Total number of children training 42

Results of Getsurei Shinsa on 29th & 30th
7th Kyu
9th Kyu

Portia Woolley
Samuel Baptist
Bernadith Woolley

9th Kyu

Karl Paton
Finn Paton
Rhys Paton

Events in December

2Y9 step
2Y6 step
S2 step

Greg Burley
Duong Thai
Tfer Newsome

1. Sogo Shinsa
• Training starts, Friday 6th 7:15pm~
• Steps, Friday 20th 7:15pm~
• Shinsa, Saturday 21st 1:00pm~

3. This Month’s Holiday of Adults’ class
Dojo is closed from 24th to 26th, and is open on 27th
& 28th, and closed again from 30th December to 2nd
of January 2020.

2. Children’s Class Holiday through X’mas and
New Year’s Day
• No children’s class during school holidays.
The last day of this year’s children’s class is
on Thursday the 12th December. The first
children’s class in the New Year is on
Thursday the 30th January 2020.
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A little more knowledge for your Aikido
28
A dedication to the public, the spirit of Samurai
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It was on the first day of Aikido introductory course a few years ago. After we finished the warming-up
routine, 15minutes of exercises including only 30 push-ups and 20 backwards falls, a young fellow came
to me to tell me he needed to go to the toilet. Well, twenty to thirty minutes later he still hadn’t come
out from there, but I did not really worry as he was young with a strong build. But I assumed he had not
done any exercise for a while. The class finished without any problems and after the beginners of the
course all left, ‘L’ who taught the course went to the toilet. I was sitting at my desk in the office and
heard him exclaim, “OH, my God!”, just as he opened the toilet door. It was obvious something was
wrong, and I stood up from my chair and went to the toilet.
I expected possibly two accidents; a flooding of urine - a common accident by men’s uncontrolled hose
or an enormous poo not being flushed. I looked into the toilet behind L’s back to find that it was far
beyond my assumption. Numerous small red and white things were spread all over the toilet, not only
the floor but on the walls and even on the ceiling. Then, I remembered that the young fellow was
murmuring under his breath with a bitter smile, “Wasn’t a good idea to have lots of pasta before
training,” as he left…He did not mention anything about what happened in the toilet and he never
returned to the dojo although he paid the whole course fee.
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Well, ‘L’ made up his mind to not run away from these archenemies but to battle with them. He stopped
me going forward to help him and bravely began to fight against the little red and white warriors with
his bare hands. Looking at his back, I thought this man was the true samurai. “He is the samurai,” is the
term Japanese people use to praise a person. The samurai in this context means the person who
dedicates oneself to the public, working sincerely spending one’s whole spirit selflessly for other people
or for the greater good of society. The attitude of ‘L’ was exactly the same as this samurai spirit.
Though feeling sorry, I had to go to take the second class, but my attention stayed with him. I kept
hearing his battle roars to boost his spirit and the sound of toilet flushes over and over for forty-five
minutes until the second class was done. I knew that the ‘samurai’ needed to have a rest and I offered
myself to take over his combat. I still remember his totally haggard face with worn-out eyes which
described how strong and outnumbered he was. Yet I volunteered to continue the fight… But I had to be
prepared to work another hour at least as I saw lots more enemies were left in every nook and cranny.
“Bushido is really the Way of Dying” is a well-known phrase in Bushido training. It does not mean
samurais regarded death lightly, but it was to express their preparedness to die for other people and the
public. The other day, I saw a white belt helping out a beginner when he found the beginner looking
troubled during wrists stretches. I felt his intention of willing to offer help where he could was small but
surely the same samurai spirit. I felt so pleased to see that in my dojo.
Furthermore, some senior black belts always clean the dojo toilet after all the classes of the day. The
toilet is not the most enjoyable place to clean; actually, a place where people would like to avoid. Yet,
they take the routine as their ‘should-be-done’ task willingly. This is, I believe, the spirit of samurai too,
dedicating themselves to the dojo and other students. I would like to take this opportunity to humbly
express my deepest gratitude to these samurais for their sincere labour throughout 2019.
This spirit of samurai, dedication to the public, is appreciated anywhere you devote it. If it is dedicated
to the country, that country will be a good country. If you work with this spirit, your work environment
will improve and will be appreciated by other work mates. And, more importantly for our lives, we need
to exercise this samurai spirit at home, especially for your partner, then you can create a harmonious
family relationship. Yes, only if we practise!
Osu,

Michiharu Mori
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